Gender Identity Ideology – A Partial Bibliography of Online Coverage

Those who can make you believe absurdities can make you commit atrocities - Voltaire
What good is a gender outlaw who is still abiding by the law of gender? - Janice Raymond

Section 1- Actions and Resistance  (speaking out, naming, refusing to be silent: this entire bibliography is filled with examples of resistance...these are just a few)

http://manfridayuk.org/blog/ started off as one woman going to her local swimming pool on “men-only” day to demand they accept her as a man on her say-so


https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/jenni-murray-transgender-real-women-sunday-times-magazine-womans-hour-a7612781.html longtime BBC TV program host who speaks of her anger at trans “women” claiming to be women


https://conatusnews.com/stephanie-davies-arai-transgender-trend-john-maddox-prize/ very significant short-listing for very prestigious science award to founder of Transgender Trend


https://morningstaronline.co.uk/article/f/women-are-rising-and-will-not-be-silenced


https://conatusnews.com/stephanie-davies-arai-transgender-trend-john-maddox-prize/
Section 2 - Activists and writers of particular interest – a small sample (lots of other activists and writers are represented throughout the bibliography in particular content areas)

**Julie Bindel** - dedicated activist who has worked for years to end violence against women...she has received multiple death threats for her work on the misogyny and homophobia of transgender ideology

https://www.thejuliebindel.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yBeG-82Im1A  interview where she talks about what she has experienced in terms of harassment and violence as a result of her work

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xtf4CSYRsQE  Derrick Jensen interviews Julie

https://thecritic.co.uk/issues/january-2020/triumph-of-the-trans-lobbyists/

**Meghan Murphy** – founder of Feminist Current website...she was banned from Twitter for life for writing the apparently radical notion that “Men are not women”

https://www.feministcurrent.com/  excellent articles and podcasts

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCq-04S1vzWPy3G8omi0wVvA  Meghan's youtube channel

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jIzXSLFeAxQ  Meghan's Toronto Library speech

**Claire Heuchan** - Black lesbian feminist; excellent series of essays; good place to start if you are not all that familiar with gender critical feminism


https://sisteroutrider.wordpress.com/2017/02/22/lezbehonest-about-queer-politics-erasing-lesbian-women/

https://sisteroutrider.wordpress.com/2017/03/15/the-problem-that-has-no-name-because-woman-is-too-essentialist/

https://sisteroutrider.wordpress.com/2017/07/01/the-vanishing-point-a-reflection-upon-lesbian-erasure/

https://sisteroutrider.wordpress.com/2017/09/05/binary-or-spectrum-gender-is-a-hierarchy/


**Lucinda Stoan** – writer from Washington; her essay is the single most comprehensive essay I have read on gender identity ideology ...https://rdln.wordpress.com/2019/12/06/to-advance-civil-rights-oppose-transgender-extremism/
Elizabeth Hungerford attorney whose article cited below demonstrates the complete lack of logic in trans demands for access to women only spaces
http://ehungerford.com/?p=91#more-91  Problem and Solution? Transwomen’s Access to Private Women-Only Spaces

Rebecca Reilly-Cooper philosopher whose “Sex and Gender: A Beginner’s Guide” lays out the terms, political implication and history of gender identity ideology
https://sexandgenderintro.com/

Jane Clare Jones – philosopher whose writings on gender identity ideology are cogent and well-argued in addition to being amusing

Sarah Ditum This UK journalist's essay 'Six Years in the Gender Wars' is a very perceptive analysis of the issues involved in gender identity ideology and also of her own 'peak trans' experience.
https://sarahditum.com/category/gender/

Heather Brunskell  Social philosopher who has been relentlessly targeted and harassed by gender identity ideologues for her writings http://www.heather-brunskell-evans.co.uk/

Miranda Yardley – transsexual who very adroitly dissects the misogyny and homophobia inherent in gender identity ideology
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bn66yFoov4
https://mirandayardley.com/en/

Rose of Dawn gender critical transsexual who does a youtube show called “Trans Stupid: Because Stupidity is Intersectional”. Often very amusing
Debbie Hayton, gender critical transsexual, also a physics teacher and trade unionist, who is facing disciplinary action and potential expulsion from her seat on the Trades Union Congress LGBT committee, for stating trans people are biologically attached to the sex they are born-as.


Section 3 - Children and Parents

3A. Websites

https://4thwavenow.com/ A community of parents & others questioning the medicalization of gender-atypical youth

https://www.transgendertrend.com/ This site is for “...everyone who is concerned about the social and medical ‘transition’ of children, the introduction of ‘gender identity’ teaching into schools and new policies, legislation based on subjective ideas of ‘gender’ rather than the biological reality of sex.”

https://childrenoftransitioners.org/ On the Pressure to Pretend It's All OK

http://gdworkinggroup.org/ Pediatric and Adolescent Gender Dysphoria Working Group: “An International Discussion Space for Clinicians and Researchers according to whom “...the political nature of gender dysphoria has led to an increasingly polarized view of the diagnosis, making rigorous debate difficult. This site has been established as a space where clinicians and researchers can explore the evidence for treatment.”

https://www.genderchallenge.no/home-1/index.html Scandinavian network of parents who have concerns about the scientific evidence, or lack thereof, for gender dysphoria treatment

https://www.kelseycoalition.org/ a non-partisan, unfunded, volunteer-run organization whose mission is to promote policies and laws that protect young people from medical and psychological harms.

https://transgenderreality.com/about/ for parents and others concerned with the recruitment of young people; articles demonstrating in trans people's own words the degree to which transgenderism actually re-inscribe sex role stereotypes

https://childparentrights.org/the-campaign/ a non-partisan, non-profit public interest law firm whose mission is to defend the rights of children and of parents against the harms caused by gender identity ideology.
Network of educators in 30 states fully on board with gender identity ideology...this is their 'model policy'...worth a read to see what a “gender affirming” organization advocates

3B. Articles which deal with a variety of issues of interest to parents

https://archive.is/xsTII  The transgender movement’s message for girls: Your privacy concerns are bigotry.

http://www.sexologytoday.org/2017/12/faulty-statistics-on-how-many-trans.html There are about a dozen studies all of which come to the same conclusion: The majority of kids cease to feel transgender when they get older

https://www.transgender­trend.com/tavistock-experiment-puberty-blockers/
https://archive.md/PQY5p#selection-127.0-127.57  The Trojan Unicorn: Queer Theory and Paedophilia, Part I. There are three other parts to this essay which have been removed from medium.com

https://www.lifesitenews.com/blogs/when-children-say-theyre-trans

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z4xex_RGyI0  The trouble with transing children: Interview with psychologist Lisa Marchiano


3C. Rapid Onset Gender Dysphoria

https://4thwavenow.com/2018/09/04/controversy-intensifies-over-littman-rogd-study-petition-now-signed-by-3700-no-word-from-brown-university-or-plos-one/ details what happened to one researcher who was studying ROGD (rapid onset gender dysphoria)

https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0202330 – the actual journal article on ROGD


3D. Medical Concerns and Attempts to Silence the People Raising those Concerns

https://www.thecut.com/2016/02/fight-over-trans-kids-got-a-researcher-fired.html

https://www.theglobeandmail.com/canada/toronto/article-doctor-fired-from-gender-identity-clinic-says-he-feels-vindicated/ Dr. Zucker sued CAMH and was awarded more the $500k in damages and legal fees


https://www.transgendertrend.com/2017-letter-gids-clinicians-ignored-guardian/ Media refuses to print letter by concerned clinicians at Tavistock Gender Identity Dysphoria clinic in England


https://www.transgendertrend.com/bagis-scientific-symposium-overton-window/


https://blogs.bmj.com/bmjebmspotlight/2019/02/25/gender-affirming-hormone-in-children-and-adolescents-evidence-review/ British Medical Journal study identifying significant problems with how the evidence for Gender-affirming cross-sex hormone has been collected and analyzed.


https://drive.google.com/file/d/1erjFmFtZ3jB3oXcNla4GGDBGb-xjFmCj/view Occurrence of Acute cardiovascular events in transgender individuals receiving hormone therapy

https://wpathopenletter.wordpress.com/2018/04/04/genital-surgery-open-letter/ letter to World Professional Association of Transgender Health from current and former patients who have undergone genital surgery related to gender identity

https://www.chicagotribune.com/business/ct-biz-abbvie-androgel-verdict-0328-story.html AbbieVie ordered to pay $3.2 million after retrial of lawsuit claiming their low-testosterone AndroGel caused heart attack; Abbie Vie is the manufacturer of hormones used in transing children

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/15374416.2016.1228462 Initial Clinical Guidelines for Co-Occurring Autism Spectrum Disorder and Gender Dysphoria or Incongruence in Adolescents


https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2697020/#!po=45.0000 Gender Identity Disorders in Childhood and Adolescence Currently Debated Concepts and Treatment Strategies
3E. Gender Identity and Parental Rights

https://www.nbcwashington.com/news/local/Fairfax-County-Votes-to-Change-Sex-Ed-References-to-Sex-Gender-485644991.html school board changes policy despite overwhelming opposition by parents

https://www.dailysignal.com/2016/07/14/as-this-school-district-sets-new-transgender-guidelines-parents-fight-for-transparency/?utm_source=TDSD_EMAIL&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=MorningBell&mkt_tok=eyJpIjoiWXxPpXFMpXMomxtWIRNNISInQoJTMGZtUEpVNitXUHhZR3A1YnpxTDlIrZURKM3JqM05UTWpaQUUyd2J4eVRpSktrk1anBUYXdrcmJSV2VIYV1RkVibDNWm1xVGNcL1wva3VQZm8xghkdEtznRMU0gyMjRnelB5SUg0V0RvPSJ9 Parents in Fairfax County Virginia have no input into schools' transgender guidelines


https://www.thesun.co.uk/fabulous/7362652/changing-gender-new-anorexia/


Section 4 - Detransitioners

https://www.piqueresproject.com/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kxVmSGTgNxI Detransition Q and A

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G-lPSc0I4NM “Gender Hurts” panel discussion with young detransitioners


https://4thwavenow.com/tag/hacsi-horvath/ a clinical epidemiologist and someone who, in his own words, 'masqueraded as a woman' for 13 years

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-pxxBQm114k “I Want My Sex Back: Transgender people who regretted changing sex”

https://thevelvetchronicle.com/path-of-desistance-childhood-interrupted/
http://sexchangeregret.com/ website of Walt Heyer who is a long time detransitioner

https://www.feministcurrent.com/2019/03/26/podcast-dagny-of-the-peak-resilience-project-on-detransitioning/


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rj06DI3gUrE “Why I detransitioned, and why I'm talking about it now”, Laura Reynolds


https://quillette.com/2020/01/02/the-ranks-of-gender-detransitioners-are-growing-we-need-to-understand-why/

https://www.reddit.com/r/detrans/comments/e126lb/mtftm_2_months_quitting_hrt_19_yo_actually

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=27qjn0v4Av4&feature=youtu.be Transgender boy transitioning to life as girl changes his mind

https://archive.is/Rc9Ak essay by middle-aged author who transitioned initially to escape trauma and eventually detransitioned


Section 5 - Funding cuts for women only services /harrassment and elimination of women-only services

https://link.gale.com/apps/doc/A601005833/GPS?u=eugenepl&sid=GPS&xid=d82dae04 Reductions in funding for women only services that refuse to serve trans“women”

https://www.libertyheadlines.com/vancouver-rape-center-vandalized/


https://www.feministcurrent.com/2019/03/20/discontinuation-of-grant-to-vancouver-rape-relief-shows-trans-activism-is-an-attack-on-women/

Section 6 - Gender, Sex, Patriarchy and...Ideology


https://www.transrational.me/article/the-expectation-of-gender

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2018/09/01/counselling-association-guidelines-say-women-nurturing-caring/  Sex role stereotypes are alive and well and living in British psychotherapists offices

https://www.counterpunch.org/2013/06/07/the-left-hand-of-darkness/  Article examines “the ways in which discourses of transgenderism conflate sex and gender as a means to creating a superficial construction of woman by relying on gender stereotypes while erasing the very real violence and oppression that is part of the social reality of women.”

https://www.feministcurrent.com/2018/05/16/neither-cis-terf/
https://www.newstatesman.com/politics/feminism/2016/05/what-gender-anyway


https://www.peaktrans.org/transgender-ideology/

https://archive.md/LcpWu “The rainbow Reich: transgender Ideology and totalitarianism”


Section 7 - Gender Identity Ideology and Sports

https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/too-strong-trans-players-in-womens-rugby-are-driving-referees-away-0jnlvk89m
Dr Emma Hilton reviews the science supporting the IOC decision to let male-born transgender athletes into female competition.

A growing number of school administrators want to silence women and girls who dare speak out about the ways transgender policies are harming girls' sports. This video has over 3 million hits.

A growing number of school administrators want to silence women and girls who dare speak out about the ways transgender policies are harming girls' sports. This video has over 3 million hits.

Section 8 - Legal and Legislative Issues

gender identity laws by state though this site is current only as of 2016

Letter to Nancy Pelosi in opposition to the Equality Act

This Declaration reaffirms the sex-based


https://www.supremecourt.gov/DocketPDF/18/18-107/112573/20190816105923793_18-107%20Brief%20for%20the%20Petitioner.pdf  Case currently before the Supreme Court


http://www.adfmedia.org/News/PRDetail/10619  US DOE opens investigation into sexual assault of minor child in Georgia, violation of Title IX


https://www.jccf.ca/school-sued-for-telling-six-year-old-girl-that-girls-are-not-real/

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2019/09/25/high-courts-transgender-ruling-spells-rare-victory-sanity/  If you give birth to a child you are the mother, not the father


https://ilikewords.blog/2020/01/06/the-legal-fiction-that-started-in-the-lords/

https://conservativewoman.co.uk/judge-for-yourself-whos-talking-sense-about-trans/?utm_source=TCW+Daily+Email&utm_campaign=7e51685472-Mailchimp+Daily+Email&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_a63cca1cc5-7e51685472-556076645


https://abc30.com/homeless-women-harassed-in-shower-lawsuit-says/3514544/ Fresno homeless shelter sued by women who were harassed by trans “woman” in the shelter

http://womensliberationfront.org/if-aimee-stephens-wins-women-lose/


Section 9 - Lesbophobia and gender identity ideology
https://radfemworldnews.wordpress.com/tag/the-cotton-ceiling

http://www.gettheloutuk.com/blog/category/research/lesbians-at-ground-zero.html see especially p.16ff


https://thevelvetchronicle.com/anonymous-letter-from-a-terrified-lesbian-thoughtcrime/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mvoTvRZC-NQ Julia Long on lesbian erasure

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9N3I2h6TGQO Dovile Lapinskaite on lesbian erasure; brings Hannah Arendt's Banality of Evil to bear on the issue of straight men going along with the trans phenomenon

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pE6FV8Vn7P4 Linda Bellos. Order of the British Empire, regarding lesbian erasure; a rousing political speech


https://medium.com/@JonnnyBest/the-truth-about-michigan-womyns-festival-and-trans-women-a-correction-899d8e49f655


https://thevelvetchronicle.com/harpers-bazaar-claims-they-can-change-storme-delarverie-to-a-he/


**Section 10 - Money and Transgender Ideology**

https://thefederalist.com/2018/02/20/rich-white-men-institutionalizing-transgender-ideology/

https://www.chicagobusiness.com/article/20160119/BLOGS03/160119833/jennifer-pritzker-
Section 11 – PeakTrans  NOTE: 'peak trans' is a term used to describe that moment when a person realizes “trans rights” are not really about supporting a marginalized population, but about undermining the rights of girls and women and bullying people into accepting transgender ideology.

https://www.peaktrans.org/  challenging transgenderism from a feminist perspective; an array of articles, news, personal stories

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/women/life/week-reached-peak-gender-insanity/

https://www.feministcurrent.com/2019/04/10/i-supported-trans-ideology-until-i-couldnt-anymore/  essay from Ph.D psychologist who was formerly a “true believer”

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-6765249/JAMES-KIRKUP-Britain-FINALLY-coming-
Section 12 - Podcasts, videos and print interviews

https://www.facebook.com/WLRNews4Women/videos/805757636458145/  "Does sex matter? Gender identity versus material reality" This video is of a public panel discussion that took place at the Urbana Free Public Library. (The videocamera eventually gets put right.)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G7Q0NRNgHQC Female Erasure & the Importance of Women-Only Spaces

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5jpln1UucSI On Contact: Female Erasure with Maya Dillard Smith and Mary Lou Singleton

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QPvNxYkawao  philosopher Rebecca Reilly-Cooper “Critically Examining the Concept of Gender Identity”


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HMj9M欧RSwc radical feminist talk at the Heritage Foundation


https://genderidentitywatch.com/2018/12/05/cathy-brennan-discusses-founding-a-women-only-church-pussy_church-with-jonkay-%e2%80%8f/  Attorney Cathy Brennan talks about the flak that Pussychurch is getting from both Conservative Christians and LGBT organizations

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCzxFqsUqDzyXEQMjVv42NwUw  series of talks and speeches from conferences held by A Woman's Place UK which was started in September 2017 to ensure women's voices would be heard regarding proposals to change the Gender Recognition Act. In the background during some of these talks you can hear dozens of trans radical activists screaming and pounding on the windows as the police stand by and do nothing, this latter being obvious in a video of the event shown on Rose of Dawn's YouTube program cited below

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3h0cM1OANL8  an interview with Stephanie Davies-Arai who founded Transgender Trend

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_wVIFMVIhxE Rose of Dawn covering a “hate crime” - a straight man did not want to sleep with someone with a ladydick

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1pRpm4FEE0  Rose of Dawn dissects nonbinary “lesbians” “I'm not a woman but I am a lesbian, huh???”; also the vandalism of Vancouver Rape Relief
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B7x0zQjvqJU  Rose of Dawn commentary on Women's Place UK

https://twitter.com/Mason134211f  podcast with female former prison inmate about harassment, etc. by trans “women” prisoners

https://philosophybites.com/2019/05/kathleen-stock-on-what-is-a-woman-.html


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v:bg4_E6Y4POc&app=desktop  A Woman's Place is Turning the Tide (Kathleen Stock, Brighton, 16th July 2018)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iq0H1Y1je4s  “Trans activists have become their own worst enemies”: gender critical transwoman Sophia Narwitz

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jb7wryHcD-U&list=PLpXiw313OSyCd3Mw0dnF-bssq2M0mq14q&index=7&t=0s interview with WoLF members Kara Dansky and Natasha Chart; listen especially to the last ten minutes

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pdpc2r4cBxQ interview with Posie Parker on the program Triggernometry

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ak8v1LxdaVY  Rose of Dawn on Triggernometry

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCE2JDZsCbz6OYm0YRpKpaqTQ  Aussie gender critical podcasts

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oDV-ZL6-Gu0 two part Swedish documentary on transgenderism and teenage girls

Section 13 – Statistics and Studies


https://www.unodc.org/documents/data-and-analysis/GSH2018/GSH18_Gender-related_killing_of_women_and_girls.pdf  A total of 87,000 women were intentionally killed in 2017. More than half of them (58 per cent)–50,000–were killed by intimate partners or family members, meaning that 137 women across the world are killed by a member of their own family every day. More than a third (30,000) of the women intentionally killed in 2017
were killed by their current or former intimate partner—someone they would normally expect to trust

https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article/file?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0016885&type=printable Long-Term Follow-Up of Transsexual Persons Undergoing Sex Reassignment Surgery: Cohort Study in Sweden: Persons with transsexualism, after sex reassignment, have considerably higher risks for mortality, suicidal behaviour, and psychiatric morbidity than the general population. Our findings suggest that sex reassignment, although alleviating gender dysphoria, may not suffice as treatment for transsexualism, and should inspire improved psychiatric and somatic care after sex reassignment for this patient group. Citation: Dhejne C, Lichtenstein P, Boman M, Johansson ALV, La”ngstro”m N, et al. (2011)

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/721725/GRA-Consultation-document.pdf What are UK and international estimates of prevalence for trans populations? approximately 0.6% - 1% of the UK adult population... see page 82

https://www.theamericanconservative.com/dreher/phony-epidemic-anti-trans-murder/

http://www.sexologytoday.org/2017/12/faulty-statistics-on-how-many-trans.html There are about a dozen studies all of which come to the same conclusion: The majority of kids cease to feel transgender when they get older


https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/782557v1 Muscle strength, size and composition following 12 months of gender-affirming treatment in transgender individuals: retained advantage for the trans “women”

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5875299/#Ipo=72.5000 Temporal Trends in Gender-Affirming Surgery Among Transgender Patients in the United States...study shows about 7% of transidentified people have genital surgery


https://tspace.library.utoronto.ca/bitstream/1807/34926/1/Singh_Devita_201211_PhD_Thesis.pdf A Follow-Up Study of Boys with Gender Identity Disorder

https://4thwavenow.com/tag/kristina-olson/ about halfway down the page, an essay which dissects the Kristina Olson study “Gender Cognition in Transgender Children”

https://www.nbcnews.com/feature/nbc-out/u-s-gender-confirmation-surgery-19-2016-doctors-say-n762916 Less than 0.5 percent of these surgeries involved the genitals,
according to the survey of 703 doctors released on Monday by the American Society of Plastic Surgeons.

Section 14A. - Violence, silencing, thought-policing, harassment both verbal and digital, threats up to and including death, smear campaigns, loss of employment etc. against gender identity ideology critics


https://archive.is/h1i6E Women hospital patients who complain about having a biological male in the next bed 'risk being kicked off wards under new NHS transgender guidelines'


https://www.oxfordmail.co.uk/news/18045416.artists-talk-cancelled-student-outcry-transphobia/


https://uncommongroundmedia.com/thistle-pettersen-how-i-became-the-most-hated-folk-
https://nationalpost.com/opinion/jonathan-kay-the-silencing-campaign-against-meghan-murphy-is-a-disgrace

https://www.thepostmillennial.com/meghan-murphy-toronto-city-council-votes-to-review-library-rental-policies-following-speaking-event/

https://medium.com/@MForstater/i-lost-my-job-for-speaking-up-about-womens-rights-2af2186ae84


https://morningstaronline.co.uk/article/f/wpuk-fringe-report UK trans activists violently attempt to halt meeting at A Woman's Place in Brighton, UK

https://terfisaslr.com/ documentation of (mostly twitter) threats and harassment of those critical of transgender ideology

https://thenewbacklash.blogspot.com/p/7-swerf-and-terf.html more documentation of the encouragement to use violence against gender critical women

https://www.feministcurrent.com/2017/03/20/third-waves-tokenization-chimamanda-ngozi-adichie Anything intersectional/

https://photos.google.com/share/AF1QipOM9J_ZIrYtiMagVRr_jhagMR-XP59TBSjFLwNlcS13iJUT4ovqKRN9zttevr0PmA?key=NmJuV1AyRnVSU3dOS2VObVhLSm1uNUkxRjRBSk9R more documentation of Twitter threats

https://reneejg.net/2016/11/sisters-cant-speak/


https://www.transgendertrend.com/2017-letter-gids-clinicians-ignored-guardian/ another example of the refusal of the press to publicize legitimate concerns about the gender dysphoria treatment

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hR5DmKCjgVg journalist Katie Herzog...listen at 13:00 when she describes some of the vitriol directed toward her after she wrote a piece on detransitioning


https://quillette.com/2019/08/31/yanivs-other-racket-how-a-single-gender-troll-managed-to-
Lesbians and other women are constantly being wiped out of public discourse. It might be no-platforming, removal of posts on social media and other online venues, being banned from commenting and discussions, having workshops and offline spaces attacked and closed down, being misrepresented and lied about.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RAjcEpG_xQ4&t=726s  JK Rowling gender tweet explodes | The Mallen Baker Show...review of Maya Forstater firing and employment tribunal

https://mindergenfield.tumblr.com/post/79691942278/things-radical-feminism-did-not-do-to-me-a#footer

https://blogs.spectator.co.uk/2019/07/some-women-have-penises-if-you-wont-sleep-with-them-youre-transphobic/

https://www.theamericanconservative.com/articles/standing-up-to-the-pronoun-police-once-and-for-all/

https://www.peaktrans.org/my-peak-trans/ the story of Maria MacLachlan who was attacked by three transpeople in Hyde Park, London

https://mrkhvoice.com/index.php/2019/12/18/what-is-dignity/ British woman speaking out about the misuses of the intersex community in the UK and elsewhere by the trans lobby.

https://archive.is/XycEG The police in Oxford, England are claiming that a dictionary definition of woman is a “hate” crime


https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7588769/Transgender-woman-claims-discrimination-snubbed-porn-having-penis.html Variation on the theme of 'if you don’t want to have sex with a “woman” with a penis, it is a hate crime.

14B. Philosophy...and the particular silencing that happens in that discipline


http://www.heather-brunskell-evans.co.uk/body-politics/inventing-transgender-children-and-young-people-2/ Summation of what is at stake and what happens when people write books and speak out against gender identity ideology

https://quillette.com/2019/04/11/ignoring-differences-between-men-and-women-is-the-wrong-way-to-address-gender-dysphoria/ Kathleen Stock, Professor of Philosophy at the University of Sussex. “...we have to remain clear-eyed that legal transition is, and always was, fictional, not actual. The existence of a legal category of trans people implicitly asks people to inhabit a fiction in which trans people are actually members of another sex, even if many don’t actually believe these equivalences to be real (the term I use later on is “fictionalizing”). ....The human brain remains a reality-based organ.”
14C. Thought-policing, Silencing, Loss of Income and Employment in Academia and other Professions

- [https://twitter.com/saltyfemst/status/1140449636768894976](https://twitter.com/saltyfemst/status/1140449636768894976) messages from numerous academics who fear speaking up about gender identity ideology
- [https://www.thetimes.co.uk/my-articles/trans-goldsmiths-lecturer-natacha-kennedy-behind-smear-campaign-against-academics-f2zqbl222](https://www.thetimes.co.uk/my-articles/trans-goldsmiths-lecturer-natacha-kennedy-behind-smear-campaign-against-academics-f2zqbl222)
- [https://www.thecut.com/2016/02/fight-over-trans-kids-got-a-researcher-fired.html](https://www.thecut.com/2016/02/fight-over-trans-kids-got-a-researcher-fired.html)
- [https://www.feministcurrent.com/2019/10/05/its-time-for-us-all-to-stand-up-against-big-sister/](https://www.feministcurrent.com/2019/10/05/its-time-for-us-all-to-stand-up-against-big-sister/) Derrick Jensen writes about the canceling of his writing contracts as a result of speaking out about gender identity ideology
- [https://www.theguardian.com/theobserver/2015/feb/14/letters-censorship](https://www.theguardian.com/theobserver/2015/feb/14/letters-censorship) Letter published in the Observer, signed by 130 people, which called for open debate in universities and criticized the silencing or ‘no平台ing’ of people whose views are deemed transphobic
- [https://www.libertyheadlines.com/university-demand-trans-pronouns/](https://www.libertyheadlines.com/university-demand-trans-pronouns/) A federal judge threw out a professor’s lawsuit against Shawnee State University after the school forced him to refer to a male transgender student as a female.
omits controversial language that described consequences of violating the policy, up to firing or expulsion.


and

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/EH3sh4EWwAAs6AV?format=jpg&name=small

Black, lesbian attorney who founded LGB Alliance in the UK is harassed by her employers for being “transphobic”

https://4thwavenow.com/2018/09/04/controversy-intensifies-over-littman-rogd-study-petition-now-signed-by-3700-no-word-from-brown-university-or-plos-one/ Description of what happened to one researcher who was studying ROGD (rapid onset gender dysphoria). The article was subsequently republished after a thorough peer review found the conclusions of the study to be warranted by the evidence.


https://medium.com/4th-wave-feminism/non-binary-is-the-new-not-like-other-girls-and-its-deeply-rooted-in-misogyny-7a7e5ec539ba at the end of this essay the author notes that she has been fired from her job for writing piece

https://medium.com/@kathleenstock/anonymised-responses-from-other-academics-to-my-articles-on-sex-gender-and-philosophy-f1cc0db04554


https://www.spiked-online.com/free-speech-university-rankings/#.W5f1ZehKhPZ


https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2019/06/07/universitys-policy-sparks-backlash-saying-transgender-people/

https://www.oxfordmail.co.uk/news/18045416.artists-talk-cancelled-student-outcry-transphobia/


https://www.spiked-online.com/2020/01/14/turning-students-into-a-woke-stasi/ Is this the future of policing gender critical speech?

14D. Use/Misuse of language to make women invisible

https://debuk.wordpress.com/2016/09/12/the-amazing-disappearing-women/ on the use of language to make women invisible

https://www.feministcurrent.com/2017/02/28/gestators-hosts-pregnant-people-bipartisan-
more on erasure through language
https://www.thenation.com/article/who-has-abortions/
https://blogs.spectator.co.uk/2019/12/now-even-rape-is-gender-neutral/

14E. Violence committed by trans “women”
http://transcrimeuk.com/ a site that allegedly documents crime by trans individuals in the UK; crime is highly gendered, particularly sexual and violent offending, and some scientific studies indicate a pattern of criminality is retained among those males who transition to live as trans women.


http://www.sptimes.com/News/92599/Pasco/Cross_dressing_man_se.shtml 6’3” 280 lb. man waiting for sex reassignment surgery attacks woman in dressing room


https://www.cnsnews.com/blog/michael-w-chapman/transgender-reporter-threatens-conservative-ben-shapiro-cut-out-now-or-youll


https://www.news.com.au/national/courts-law/7eleven-axe-attacker-evie-amati-involved-in-jail-fight/news-story/c7315afcb7805e6ec520cf7575fbf4a0 Evie Amati, who was jailed as a result of an axe attack at a 7-Eleven, has been involved in a prison fight because other inmates want her moved to a male jail.


https://www.gendertrending.com/2019/08/13/media-blackout-on-dana-rivers-michfest-murder-trial/ If these 3 homicides had been committed by a black man instead of a trans person we still wouldn't have heard the end of it


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pXWaoiY3118 this is a video of the attack on 61 year old Maria MacLachlan by 26 year old man (who identifies as trans) and his friends
A government survey has counted 125 transgender prisoners in England and Wales, but the Ministry of Justice says these figures are not yet a reliable reflection of the true numbers. The MoJ says 60 of them have been convicted of one or more sexual offences.

Article actually seems to say White was sentenced to 8 years.

Most detailed essay on transperson Jonathan (Jessica) Yaniv's racist, misogynist and altogether unsavory activities online and off

prisoner has a number of convictions for possessing or downloading indecent images of children, starting through the 1980s"; also convicted of sexual assault on a girl over a four-year period,
https://www.oregonlive.com/milwaukie/2012/05/cross-dressing_sex_offender_re.html
https://www.gendertrending.com/2019/04/27/transwoman-in-b-c-womens-prison-files-complaint-over-requirement-that-he-demonstrates-expression-consistent-with-stated-belief-that-he-is-transgender/ His attorney alleges this infringes on his right to cut his hair short, grow a beard, and be provided with an incarcerated female to be confined in his cell as a companion. Patterson is a murder suspect fighting extradition to the US
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uzwMJAFWltQ&feature=youtu.be video identifying 24 men who identify as women and who have been convicted of a variety of sex crimes
https://amp.miamiherald.com/news/state/florida/article236647643.html Suspect set woman on fire in a Florida Taco Bell, and then may have gone on arson spree, cops say...this is another instance where the suspect is obviously a man (beard and all) but “identifies as a woman” and is being referred to by police as “she”.
Sex offender who identifies as young girl reveals just how dangerous self-ID is

14F. Note: All of the violent deaths of trans identified “women” have been committed by men. None have been committed by women.  https://archive.li/emfQl

murder suspect is alleged to be victim's boyfriend


https://www.theamericanconservative.com/dreher/phony-epidemic-anti-trans-murder/

Section 15 - Websites

https://www.transrational.me/ This website is a “…” diverse, international group dedicated to bringing rational perspectives to the trans debate.” Some very interesting essays by trans people who are critical of gender identity ideology.

https://www.reddit.com/r/cance11ed/ Lesbians and other women are constantly being wiped out of public discourse. It might be no-platforming, removal of posts on social media and other online venues, being banned from commenting and discussions, having workshops and offline spaces attacked and closed down, being misrepresented and lied about.

https://www.gendertrending.com/
https://www.womenarehuman.com/ reporting on gender identity news worldwide
https://thenewbacklash.blogspot.com/ “Saying no to penis is not hate speech.”
https://sexisreal.com/ A community for feminist women critical of gender

https://projectnettie.wordpress.com/ scientists, medics and those in related disciplines who, by signing their support for the Project Nettie statement, assert the material reality of biological sex and reject attempts to reframe it as a malleable social construct.

https://rdln.wordpress.com/ gender criticism from a contemporary Marxist perspective
ADDENDA

Conservative/Christian Media and Organizations. In the United States the “mainstream” as well as “alternative” or “progressive” media blackout of any criticism of gender identity ideology is almost total. The only exception to this blackout is in the conservative/Christian media. Some of the articles in these publications have little bias that I can detect, including one or two on Breitbart. Some have biases that are odious.

What is also true is that the New York Times and the Washington Post are rife with odious biases. See, for example, this article from FAIR (Fairness and Accuracy in Reporting) that details the biases in the NYT and the WaPo. https://fair.org/home/wapo-warns-dems-that-progressive-policies-could-bring-them-many-victories/ All of which is to say ANY media one reads must be read with a critical eye. Check out the links below and see what you think.

Links to Christian/Conservative websites:


https://handsacrosstheaislewomen.com/home/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NIlq85dL0C4 A growing number of school administrators want to silence women and girls who speak out about the ways transgender policies are harming girls' sports. This video has over 3 million hits.

https://www.feministcurrent.com/2019/02/21/podcast-kathleen-stock-and-natasha-chart-discuss-the-issue-of-feminists-allying-with-the-right/ Feminist Current is a radical feminist website and the discussion about allying with conservatives is an important one